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How to Supercharge your Astrological Chart
Using Gemstones, Crystals and Focuses

“The violet (or amethyst) flame is a healing flame, even as the green (or emerald) flame is a
healing flame. Understand, beloved, that each of the seven rays of the Holy Spirit carries a
specific quality of healing, each one corresponding to one of the seven chakras and to
specific gemstones. Each of the Seven Chohans magnifies the color, the healing quality and
the light frequency of the ray he sponsors as well as the corresponding gemstones.”
PoW Vol 39 No. 13 – Beloved Saint Germain, March 31, 1996

Step 1:

1. First, determine the master or archangel that you think may be sponsoring you or that you
have an inner tie to. Put that focus of the master or archangel in the middle of the chart.
2. At the top of the chart, you may place a picture of The Great Divine Director to help guide
you on your daily impulses from God for your divine blueprint.
3. Place a bottle of gold flakes or an image of gold or money in the 2nd and 8th houses.
Step 2:

Find the following planets and use the corresponding gems and focuses over them:

a. Sun – yellow diamond, yellow sapphire, gold, citrine, golden topaz
Picture of the Sun, Chart of the I AM Presence
b. Moon – an image of Krishna (especially if you had childhood challenges) or a pearl,
diamond, zircon, quartz crystal; picture of Mother Mary, chart of the I AM Presence with
the lower figure lined up over the moon
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c. Ascendant – Chart of the I AM Presence lined up with the middle figure – the Holy Christ
Self; a focus or picture of a master whom you desire to become the most like and whom
you would like to follow or emulate those God qualities
d. Mercury – diamond, sapphire, star sapphire, lapis; a focus of any of the blue ray masters
or masters who have mastery in the throat chakra: El Morya, Archangel Michael and
Faith,
e. Venus – diamond, ruby, garnet, pink beryl, rose quartz; focus of Lady Master Venus or
Sanat Kumara, Paul the Venetian, Ruth Hawkins, Archangel Chamuel and Charity
f. Mars – diamond, pearl, garnet, crystal, zircon
g. Jupiter – diamond, Sapphire, star sapphire, lapis, any focus of a master, Maximus to
maximize the light
h. Saturn – yellow diamond, yellow sapphire, topaz, amethyst, aquamarine, Lord Maitreya
(Saturn is the tester)
i.

Uranus – amethyst, aquamarine, picture of Saint Germain or Portia, Archangel Zadkeil
and Holy Amethyst, other violet flame focuses

j.

Neptune – Alexandrite, topaz, ruby, pearl

k. Pluto – a dorje, amethyst, large crystal, Archangel Uriel or Jesus
Step 3:

Squares and oppositions: Points where a square or opposition are located: place an
amethyst or an image of one of the masters
Trines – At each point, place crystals
Areas for healing: 6th house, squares and oppositions, moon, Pluto, Saturn – place jade, aventurine,
emerald, diamond, quartz crystal, healing green stones. (Transiting Pluto conjunct Saturn in Capricorn is
in everyone’s transiting chart now)

Other options to magnify the Cosmic Clock Astrology: Place an image of each of the
corresponding masters on each line of the clock over each house cusp starting at the 12:00
o’clock line with the Great Divine Director or place a small crystal at each cusp.
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Step 4:
This is the most important step. After you have placed your gemstones, crystals and focuses over your
chart, it is now time to activate and supercharge it with your personal calls.
Starting at the top, call to every master (going clockwise) you have placed on the chart and also to the
three ascended master astrologers, El Morya, Djwal Kul and Kuthumi to charge your chart with the release of the
greatest light to assist you in passing all of your upcoming tests and also to magnify the positive portents for the
greatest victory for your soul.
Remember to also call to the seven chohans to magnify the color, the healing quality and the light
frequency of the ray that each chohan sponsors and also in the corresponding gemstones you have placed on the
chart.

Quote from Mother

“The goal is to be in advance of prophecy and in advance of astrology. What does that mean?
“It means that you need to decree for transmutation of the negative astrological portents before they are about
to land on your head! You need to get a running momentum on any challenging aspect before it precipitates out
of the etheric, the mental and astral planes into the physical. By so doing, you can transmute a large percentage
of the personal and planetary portents of negative karma that (“any challenging aspect) …” is dumping on the
earth and her evolutions.
“By decreeing in advance, you literally turn the avalanche of karma back up the mountain. And what finally hits
the physical octave has a small percentage of the sound and the fury of what might have been.
“Wise ones will do this. And this is why at the turning point of the new year I urge you to update your personal
astrology by looking at how the transits (“of any particular date) ….” impact your birth and progressed charts so
that you know specifically what your personal challenges will be.”
Pearls of Wisdom, Vol 36 No 43, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, September 26, 1993
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